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This dissertation reviews and analyses Korean outward direct investment, 
the purpose of this paper is to think and explore the track, reasons, determinants, 
effects and patterns of Korean outward FDI. The theoretical basis of dissertation 
is theory of international direct investment and other relational theory.  
Whole the paper includes seven chapters. Except the introduction and 
review of FDI theory, there are four parts: survey of Korean outward FDI 
(chapter3); analysis of patterns of Korean outward FDI (chapter4); macro 
economy effects of Korean outward FDI against home economy (chapter5 and 
chapter6); status and effects of Korean outward FDI in China (chapter7). 
Now the systemic knowledge of Korean outward FDI is still lacking. I try to 
expose the patterns of Korean outward FDI. And are these patterns similar to 
European and American or Japanese patterns? And if Korean patterns are 
different to developed regions’, so why the difference emerged? More important, 
what is the motivation of investment by Korean enterprises? Is this motivation 
similar to developed regions’ enterprises? And how does outward FDI that 
develops rapidly influence Korean economy? All of these are purposes of this 
dissertation. 
Through analysis, I find: Korean outward FDI is similar to Japanese early 
outward FDI; and the effects of Korean outward FDI against home economy are 
somewhat unexpected for us. 
Breakthrough: make a comprehensive analysis and review on Korean 
outward FDI; probe into the effects of Korean outward FDI against home 
economy; analyze the patterns of Korean outward FDI from several angles. 
In short, I try to make a comprehensive, deep study on Korean outward FDI, 
but unfortunately, I am unable to reach many fields because of limit of my level 
and absence of information, so I have to leave some regret in this paper. 
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第一节 问题的提出 









整个世界。到 20 世纪 70 年代末，韩国已跻身新兴工业化国家的行列，被称
为亚洲“四小龙”之一。到 1996 年，韩国人均国民生产总值突破 10000 美
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特指输出型FDI,即 Outward Direct Investment（Outward FDI）,或 
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